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Biogalvanic characterisation is a promising method for obtaining health-specific tissue information. However,
there is a dearth of understanding in the literature regarding the underlying galvanic cell, electrode reactions
and their controlling factors which limits the application of the technique.
This work presents a parametric electrochemical investigation into a zinc–copper galvanic system using salt
(NaCl) solution analogues at physiologically-relevant concentrations (1.71, 17.1 & 154mM). The potential differ-
ence at open cell, closed cell maximum current and the internal resistance (based on published characterisation
methods) were measured. Additionally, independent and relative polarisation scans of the electrodes were per-
formed to improve understanding of the system.
Our findings suggest that the prominent reaction at the cathode is that of oxygen-reduction, not hydrogen-
evolution. Results indicate that cell potentials are influenced by the concentration of dissolved oxygen at low cur-
rents andmaximum closed cell currents are limited by the rate of oxygen diffusion to the cathode. Characterised in-
ternal resistance values for the salt solutions did not correspond to theoretical values at the extremes of
concentration (1.71 and 154 mM) due to electrode resistance and current limitation. Existing biogalvanic models
do not consider these phenomena and should be improved to advance the technique and its practical application.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

There is a clinical need inmanymedical interventions to obtain specif-
ic information regarding the health of biological tissues. This is particular-
ly pertinent to minimally invasive surgery, where the loss of haptic
feedback has limited the information available to the surgeon during a
procedure. Research spanning a number of sensingmodalities has looked
to address this problem. Such proposed techniques include: determina-
tion of tissuemechanical properties through force sensing surgical probes
[1] or ultrasound based elastic imaging [2]; time-dependent electrical
properties in the field of Bioimpedance Spectroscopy (BIS) [3]; and
most recently chemical composition analysis through near-real-time
spectroscopic analysis of cauterised tissue vapour [4,5]. Although research
within thesemodalities has shownpotential, some application-specific is-
sues remain making alternative sensing strategies desirable. In addition,
aggregation of multiple sensingmodalities can often lead to an improved
depiction of the region of interest through exploitation of the individual
technique strengths.

A biogalvanic characterisation technique proposed by Golberg et al.
[6] combines electrochemical and electrical principles to allow passive
determination of a tissue's resistive properties. Dissimilar metal
. This is an open access article under
electrodes (copper and zinc) are coupled to the tissue of interest creat-
ing a galvanic cell. Subsequent connection of the system through exter-
nal resistors allows regulation of cell current (I). The voltage measured
across the external resistor (REXT) can be applied to a mathematical
model of the system (Eq. (1)) allowing an internal resistance (RINT) to
be determined. Extension of this technique proposed by Chandler
et al. [7] uses a full set of measured voltages across the range of external
resistors to allow more accurate determination of the internal resis-
tance. In addition, this technique allows the Open Circuit Voltage
(OCV), which is the potential difference between the galvanic cell elec-
trodes when no current flows, to be determined without direct mea-
surement.

OCV
I

� �
−REXT ¼ RINT ð1Þ

For characterisation, a zinc and copper galvanic cell is established
and used as the current generating power source with the cell current
being passively regulated using external resistors. This reduces mea-
surement system complexity as external power supply and current con-
trol electronics are not required, in contrast to BIS measurement. The
simplicity of the biogalvanic method makes it an attractive sensing
modality. However, with the infancy of this technique comes a dearth
of scientific understanding. Previous application to porcine tissues
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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ex vivo and in vivo showed sensitivities to mechanical contact condition
(strain levels) and resistor switching direction aswell as presenting un-
expected transient currents between resistor switching [7]. In addition,
and crucially, little is known of the electrochemistry that governs the
characterisation process.

1.1. Electrochemical theory

For the copper and zinc galvanic cell proposed, information present-
ed by Golberg et al. [6,8] suggests the primary standard electrode reac-
tions of:

Zn2þ aqð Þ þ 2e−→ Zn sð Þ E0 ¼ −0:76V SHEð Þ ð2Þ

2Hþ aqð Þ þ 2e−→H2 gð Þ E0 ¼ 0:00V SHEð Þ : ð3Þ

Giving the full cell reaction and galvanic potential difference under
standard conditions of:

Zn sð Þ þ 2Hþ aqð Þ→Zn2þ aqð Þ þ H2 gð Þ
ΔE0 ¼ 0:76V

� �
:

ð4Þ

The actual half-cell reaction potentials are influenced by the cell con-
ditions in accordancewith the Nernst equation, where the actual reduc-
tion potential, Ered is a function of the standard half-cell reduction
potential E0 and the chemical activity of the reducing agent, ared and
the oxidising agent, aox. For dilute solutions the activity coefficient
tends to unity leaving the chemical activity interchangeable with ionic
concentration. For the hydrogen evolution reaction (Eq. (3)) to be ther-
modynamically favourable at pH 7, a potential more negative than
−0.41 V (SHE) is required at the cathode. The measured Open Circuit
Potential (OCP) of copper under comparable conditions, and measured
in this study is +0.1 V (SHE), making hydrogen evolution unfavourable
[9]. The oxygen reduction reaction (Eq. (5)) at pH 7 is however thermo-
dynamically feasible at potentials lower than+0.81V (SHE), suggesting
that this is the primary reaction at the copper cathode under open cell
conditions. Therefore the full cell reaction within the galvanic cell
would be that of Eq. (6).

2H2Oþ O2 þ 4e− ¼ 4 OHð Þ− E0 ¼ þ0:4V SHEð Þ ð5Þ

Znþ H2Oþ 1
2
O2→Zn2þ þ 2 OHð Þ−

ΔE0 ¼ 1:16V
� � ð6Þ

Biogalvanic characterisation within the range of expected tissue re-
sistivity (0.2–50 Ωm [10]) using the proposed external resistance
rangewill necessitatemoving the cell fromnear open cell conditions to-
wards short circuit. For high current levels the electrode potential must
shift away from the equilibrium potential by an amount ΔV, in accor-
dance with the Tafel Eq. (7). The term α represents the charge transfer
coefficient and the terms F, R and T represent the Faraday constant,
the universal gas constant and absolute temperature, respectively [11].
The sign within Eq. (7) indicates the reaction type with positive
representing an anodic process and a negative representing a cathodic
process. It is possible that the required potential shift for the cathodic re-
action supporting the anodic dissolution of the zinc metal will become
sufficient to cause change from solely oxygen-reduction to a mixed sys-
tem also including hydrogen-evolution.

I∝exp �αF
RT

ΔV
� �

ð7Þ
1.2. Corrosion considerations

The measurement system is fundamentally based on the corrosion
of zinc metal. As such, the corrosion mechanisms for zinc dissolution
as well as the supporting cathodic reactions should be considered. Elec-
trochemical studies have been conducted looking at zinc and copper in
isolation, and as part of a galvanic cell. In neutral and basic solutions the
anodic polarisation of zinc produces oxides and hydroxides, although
passivation of the electrode is not achieved [12]. García-Antón et al.
[13] suggest that these oxide regionsmay cause reduced reaction kinet-
ics for the zinc oxidation reaction. This could lead to increasing resis-
tance of the zinc electrode with time. However, shorter time scales
and surface treatment between tests should mitigate or at least reduce
the effect of this potential issue. Cathodic polarisation of copper in neu-
tral aqueous solution will be dominated by the reduction reactions of
water and of dissolved oxygen; Eqs. (3) and (5), respectively. In partic-
ular, the rate of the oxygen-reduction reaction, Eq. (5), has been shown
to be limited at a high overpotential by the mass transport of dissolved
oxygen to the electrode surface [14]. As part of a Zn–Cu galvanic couple,
the copper electrode has been shown to be highly polarisable with re-
spect to the zinc electrode [15]. Therefore the behaviour of the copper
electrode under cathodic polarisation will be likely to dominate the be-
haviour of the galvanic cell.

1.3. NaCl solution model

In order to characterise the electrochemical properties of the system,
tests have been conducted within salt solutions (NaCl (aq)) of varied
concentration. This offers improved control over the system parameters
in comparison to testing with biological tissue. In particular, a salt solu-
tionmodel allows control over the salt bridge conductivity givingmean-
ingful validation to the biogalvanic characterisation system. The
applicability of using an aqueous sodium chloride system is based on a
number of assumptions: (1) the primary tissue current pathway is
through extracellularfluid, (2) thedominant ionic components of extra-
cellular fluid are Na+ and Cl−, and (3) the electrochemistry is dominat-
ed by the NaCl medium and the electrode properties. It is common
within BIS characterisation to consider biological cells in a capacitive na-
ture, due to their non-conductive lipid bilayer cell membrane [16,17]. At
low frequency the current pathway will therefore be predominantly
through the extracellular fluid surrounding the cells. The major ionic
species within extracellular fluid are Na+ and Cl− making the use of
NaCl solution an appropriate model [16,18]. Initial comparisons be-
tween the NaCl solution and tissue results have been made within this
study to understand further the efficacy of this model. The analysis of
a salt solution system can thus help to validate the biogalvanic system
and demonstrate the influence of electrochemical factors that may
need to be addressed for reliable use in tissue characterisation. Specific
testing of OCV, closed cell currents and transition currents was under-
taken. This paper reports the influence of salt solution conductivity
within a physiological range on these independent aspects of the gal-
vanic cell. Additionally, comparisons have been made between the in-
dependent electrochemical findings and the applied characterisation
process, with reference made to published tissue data.

2. Materials and methods

Tests were conducted in isolation from mechanical considerations
through the use of an aqueous sodium chloride electrolyte. Salt solu-
tions of 1.71, 17.1 & 154 mM (0.01, 0.1 & 0.9 wt.%, respectively) NaCl
were prepared through volumetric combination of analytical grade
NaCl (Fisher Scientific)with distilledwater. These concentrations repre-
sent a conductivity range spanning across that of soft tissues [10].
Test solutions were maintained at 25+/−1 °C for all tests using a
temperature-controlled hotplate (MR Hei-Standard, Heidolph). Axially
aligned flat faced copper and zinc 12 mm diameter cylindrical
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electrodes were set in non-conducting resin and connected to external
control and measurement equipment through copper wire. Electrode
surfaces were wet ground to 1200 grit and rinsed with distilled water
prior to each test. Scheme 1 shows the geometric arrangement and ex-
perimental setup used for galvanic testing in salt solutions.

2.1. Measurements

2.1.1. System assessment
Preliminary testing was performed in order to establish typical cur-

rent behaviour of various types of cells during thebiogalvanic character-
isation process. The current was measured using a Zero Resistance
Ammeter (ZRA) (Compact Stat, Ivium Technologies) during a
biogalvanic characterisation of 17.1 mM NaCl solution. The system
was tested using 15 fixed external loads switched in descending order
at 100 second intervals. In addition, identical characterisation of an
electronic model with an OCV of +0.8 V and internal resistance of
10.2 kΩ, was performed and the current monitored as a function of
time. The resistance value used in thismodel is within 1% of the theoret-
ical resistance of 17.1 mM NaCl solution under the test geometry. For
comparison a current profile attained during a single biogalvanic char-
acterisation of ex vivo human rectum was performed. Freshly excised
human rectal tissue was obtained in accordance with NHS and Leeds
Teaching Hospital ethics procedures. The biogalvanic characterisation
was performed over 20 fixed external load values switched in descend-
ing order at 10 second intervals. The current trace during the character-
isation was recorded for comparison to the salt solution tests.

2.1.2. Open circuit voltage
The OCV was determined using two separate techniques. Firstly, in-

dividual OCP values were measured for each electrode relative to a Ag/
AgCl reference electrode (Thermo Scientific). Subsequently the differ-
ence between the individual electrode potentials was calculated to
give the expected OCV for the galvanic couple. Secondly, the OCV was
measured directly from the galvanic couple through external connec-
tion of a high resistance voltmeter. To test the OCV, each electrode/
electrode-pair was placed into the test solution and allowed to stabilise
for 30 min. The OCP/OCV measurements were then conducted using a
precision potentiostat (CompactStat, Ivium Technologies). Each mea-
surement recorded the potential for 30 min with the determined OCV
Scheme 1. Geometric arrangement and test setup for the axially aligned galvanic test cell.
being calculated using average potentials over this period. Statistical
analysis of the influence of concentration on the galvanic OCVwas con-
ducted using a single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) test (n = 5).

2.1.3. Closed cell current
In order to measure the current levels produced under closed cell

conditions a Zero Resistance Ammeter (ZRA) (Compact Stat, Ivium
Technologies) was connected in series with the cell. Upon closing the
galvanic cell through the ZRA a large initial transientwas typically pres-
ent. To determine the steady state closed current the system was mon-
itored for 1 hwith data from the final 30minused to obtain steady-state
average values. Fig. 1 shows the transient behaviour seen when estab-
lishing the closed cell current along with the steady-state variation
seen in the final 30 min of testing. The variation of closed cell current
with concentration was assessed statistically through application of a
single-factor ANOVA test (n = 5).

2.1.4. Transition currents
Assessment of the transition currents was performed using three

methods: (1) the method of resistor switching employed during
biogalvanic tissue characterisation [7], involving sequential external se-
ries resistor switching and current monitoring (Fig. 2), (2) polarisation
of the individual electrodes against a non-polarisable counter electrode
(Pt) using a stable third electrode (Ag/AgCl) as reference, and
(3) polarisation of the copper electrode, controlled against the zinc
electrode.

2.1.4.1. Galvanic characterisation. For typical galvanic cell characterisa-
tion, the electrode pair was submerged in the test solution and connect-
ed as anopen cell for 30minprior to resistor switching. External resistor
values were then switched every 100 s from high resistance to low re-
sistance over 15 fixed values. An external resistor switching time of
100 s was implemented in order to allow transient voltages caused by
discrete switching to settle before being used to determine internal re-
sistance. The systemwas connected in serieswith the ZRA to allowmea-
surement of current during this period. The resistor switching pattern
and typical resultant current trace can be seen in Fig. 2(A). The internal
resistance of the cell was determined using themodel and fitting meth-
od described by Chandler et al. [7].

2.1.4.2. Polarisation scans. Polarisation scans were undertaken using the
individual electrodes of the galvanic cell as the working electrode in a
typical three-electrode cell. A combination Ag/AgCl reference and Pt
counter electrode (Thermo Scientific) was employed. Polarisation was
undertaken after a 30 minute OCP settling period. The zinc and copper
electrodes were polarised from OCP in the anodic (increasing) and ca-
thodic (decreasing) potential directions respectively. A scan rate of
0.5 mV/s was employed in all tests. Each polarisation was conducted
Fig. 1. Typical closed cell current trace showing (i) initial transient settling period and (ii)
region used to determine average steady state closed cell current.

image of Fig.�1


Fig. 2. Current–time profiles during biogalvanic characterisation of: (A) 17.1 mM NaCl at
25 °C (green line); and an equivalent electronic simulation of RINT = 10.2 kΩ and
OCV = 0.8 V (blue dashed line), and (B) human rectum tissue ex vivo. External resistor
values as a function of time are also shown above each current trace. A secondary ordinate
axis (right) has been used to show the low external resistance values. The identified fea-
tures for salt solution and tissue data are: (i) low current towards open cell; (ii) current
level step transitions at low current; (iii) transient behaviour occurring at higher currents
after switching; and (iv) closed cell maximum current.

Fig. 3. Averaged OCV determined for solutions of varied [NaCl] using galvanic determina-
tion and calculated from independent electrode OCP measurements; full data range indi-
cated (N= 5). OCV values from in vivo porcine tissue tests also shown for comparison [7].
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to 1 V against OCP in the test direction specified. Five repeat tests were
conducted for each electrode at each NaCl concentration.

2.1.4.3. Relative polarisation scans. Relative polarisation of the galvanic
cell was conducted through cathodic polarisation of the copper elec-
trode against a zinc counter/reference electrode of the same geometry.
Consequently, datamore representative of the galvanic cell under inter-
nal resistance characterisation could be obtained. The copper potential
was controlled from OCV to closed cell value (0 V), with corresponding
current response being measured. Five repeat tests were conducted for
each of the test solution concentrations. Additionally, a relative
polarisation scan was conducted on freshly excised human colon tissue
for comparison to the salt solution data. Tissue was obtained in accor-
dance with NHS and Leeds Teaching Hospital ethics procedures.

3. Results

3.1. System assessment

The current–time trace from biogalvanic characterisation of
17.1 mM NaCl solution is shown in Fig. 2(A). It can be seen that
numerous standard features are present, these are identified as:
(i) the established Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) at open cell conditions
(no current flow between electrodes); (ii) transition currents showing
no transient behaviour; (iii) transition currents with significant tran-
sient behaviour; and (iv) established maximum current under closed
cell conditions. Fig. 2(A) also shows the current response for character-
isation of an electronic model. The two systems show similar current
behaviour for stages (i) and (ii). However, discrepancies are seen at
higher current levels where the transient behaviour and limited maxi-
mum current are seen to be typical only of the salt solution.

The current profile attained during biogalvanic characterisation of
ex vivo human rectum tissue is shown in Fig. 2(B). The profile shows
that the outlined features seenwithin the NaCl model are also apparent
in the biological tissue test. In particular, similarities in the transient be-
haviour and limitation at high current are shown. This indicates that the
present characterisationmodel assumption of a pure internal resistance
is not appropriate over the full testing range for pure salt solution or bi-
ological tissue.

3.2. Open and closed circuit

Fig. 3 shows the averaged OCV values and data range for varied salt
solution concentrations; obtained using two different methods. OCV
values range from 0.8–0.9 V, with statistically significant differences
(p b 0.05) being shown between mean values, determined using a gal-
vanic couple. For comparison, Fig. 3 also presents in vivoOCV results ob-
tained in a separate study [7]. These values represent the mean and
range of five repeats tested on a single porcine specimen at three differ-
ent tissue locations. The OCV values for a tissue salt bridge are all lower
than for aqueous NaCl. Additionally, the values span from 0.3–0.7 V and
are specific to the tissue type tested.

Fig. 4 shows the average steady statemaximum current obtained for
varied solution concentration. No statistical significance (p b 0.05) be-
tween average closed cell currents at varied test concentrations was
found. However, the average current for the 1.71 mM NaCl solution is
lower than either of the more concentrated solutions. Variability in re-
sults is large for all concentrations, with standard deviations ranging
from 4–8 μA.

3.3. Transition currents

3.3.1. Galvanic characterisation
Fig. 5 shows the characterised internal resistance values determined

for the varied salt solution concentrations. The internal resistance values
measured using the galvanic method follow the trend of the theoretical
data, although errors are seen to be large at the extremes of solution
concentration. For the lowest NaCl concentration (1.71 mM), the
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Fig. 4. Average closed cell current for varied [NaCl]; showing +/−1SD (N= 5).
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galvanic method gives resistance values much lower than theory, and
shows a high degree of variability for repeat tests. The 17.1mM concen-
tration gives measured values in line with theory, with the mean inter-
nal resistance being 6% larger and with low repeat variation. For the
highest concentration (154mM),measured resistance valueswere con-
sistently greater than theory with a high degree of variability.
Fig. 6.Average polarisation data (N=5) for axial electrodes tested in (A) [NaCl]=1.71mM,
(B) [NaCl] = 17.1 mM, and (C) [NaCl] = 154 mM; zinc and copper polarised in the anodic
and cathodic direction by 1 V from OCP, respectively. The range seen within repeats is
shown for each test case as the shaded region. Predicted average closed cell current and in-
dividual electrode OCP values are indicated.
3.3.2. Polarisation
Fig. 6 shows the current profile produced by polarisation of each

electrode for the three concentrations tested. The mean polarisation
curves are represented by solid lines with the range from five repeats
indicated via the corresponding shaded boundary. The anodic
polarisation of the zinc electrode shows a typical exponential
potential-current response for an electrode under charge transfer con-
trol; as described by Eq. (7). The range of zinc polarisation profiles is
small for all concentrations, indicating that polarisation of this electrode
is highly repeatable. TheNaCl concentration has the influence of altering
the potential-current response. Specifically, for the same overpotential
the current is higher for a higher NaCl concentration. This is likely due
to a reduction in the losses associated with uncompensated solution re-
sistance as the solution resistance drops. In contrast, the cathodic
polarisation of copper breaks from linear behaviour at potentials more
negative than 0.1 V from OCP, showing influence from mass transport
kinetics. This is exemplified by the large range of polarisation profiles
seen from repeat tests; particularly in more concentrated solutions.
The OCP values of the copper electrode aremore negative for increasing
NaCl concentration. The point of equal current for the anodic and ca-
thodic profiles of the galvanic cell has been indicated for each concen-
tration. This is predictive of the maximum current attainable by the
cell, although the influence of polarisation scan rate and internal resis-
tance losses are not accounted for.
Fig. 5. Averaged internal resistance± standard deviation, determined using: the galvanic
characterisation method, and from theory using conductivity data.
3.3.3. Relative polarisation
Fig. 7(A–C) shows the polarisation of the copper electrode against a

zinc counter for threeNaCl concentrations. The current profile produced
shows a combination of the features seen within the individual
polarisation curves of Fig. 6. All concentrations tested tend towards a
similar limiting current, similar to the closed cell current results of
Fig. 4. Increased non-linear potential-current behaviour is seen with in-
creased concentration. The profiles demonstrate three distinct regions:
(1) activation-controlled response at potentials close to the OCV,
where small potential changes cause large changes in current; (2) an
approximately linear increase in current with increase in potential;
and (3)mass transport limited regimewhere current becomes indepen-
dent of potential. The duration of each stage varies for each of the test
concentrations. The relative polarisation data for a cell connected
through ex vivo human colon tissue is shown in Fig. 7(D). The profile
produced shows cell features predicted from salt solution tests, with
large activation controlled and current limited regions. These features
were also predicted from the biogalvanic current trace in Fig. 2(B).
4. Discussion

4.1. OCV

Average OCV valuesmeasured from the galvanic couple show statis-
tical significance for varied NaCl concentration. Salt ion concentrations
within physiological range alter the standard electrode potentials, gen-
erating a range of OCV values spanning 0.1 V from 0.8–0.9 V. Variations
in electrode potentials can be accounted for through temperature and
local ion concentration fluctuation, in accordancewith theNernst equa-
tion. Salt solution results are in contrast with OCV values measured
in vivo on porcine tissues [7]. Tissue results are presented for compari-
son in Fig. 3. A much larger range spanning from 0.2–0.8 V is shown,
with differences between tissue types being statistically significant.
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Fig. 7. Average relative polarisation data (n = 5) for axial copper electrode against
a zinc counter & reference for salt bridge mediums of (A) [NaCl] = 1.71 mM,
(B) [NaCl]=17.1mM, (C) [NaCl]=154mM, and (D) human rectalmucosa (ex vivo). Cop-
per polarised in the cathodic direction from OCV; (A–C) show repeat testing range shown
as shaded region (N = 5). Potential current control methods annotated as: (1) activation
control, (2) internal resistance control, and (3) mass transport control.
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The much lower OCV values seen in vivomay be related to altered reac-
tionmechanisms. In particular, the lower OCVmay be caused by a lower
open circuit potential at the copper electrode. For an aqueous system
with a low dissolved oxygen concentration, the electrode potential at
the cathodemay becomemore negative to thermodynamically support
the hydrogen-evolution reaction of Eq. (3). If tissues have type specific
dissolved oxygen concentrations, then specific OCV values for zinc–tis-
sue–copper galvanic cellswould be expected. Carreau et al. [19] showed
that there is significant variation in the oxygen partial pressure (pO2)
between tissue types, specifically indicating a lower pO2 for liver
tissue compared to intestinal tissue. The influence of oxygen can also
be seen within the salt solution system (Fig. 6); where the OCP at
the copper electrode becomes more negative as the oxygen solubility
is reduced by higher NaCl concentrations. For NaCl concentrations
from 0–171 mM the solubility of oxygen reduces from 8.22–7.79 mg/l
(~5%) [20].
4.2. Closed cell current

Fig. 4 shows the closed cell current to be insensitive to the concen-
tration of NaCl. No statistically significant differences in steady state cur-
rent values are shown between concentrations. This suggests that at
maximum current the system is not limited by the resistance of the
salt bridge. It can be seen directly in Fig. 2(A) that for an electronic
model of equivalent internal resistance, the current at low external re-
sistor values is higher than that produced in the galvanic cell. Therefore,
at high current levels the characterisation method is no longer influ-
enced by the solution resistance but by a limited reaction rate.
Additionally, the fluctuations at maximum current are large indicating
instability of the current limiting mechanism. In particular the fluctua-
tions were noted to be sensitive to temperature and agitation which
are typically associated with a mass transport limiting, diffusion con-
trolled processes [14,21].

4.3. Galvanic characterisation

The internal resistance values predicted using the biogalvanic char-
acterisation method show discrepancies with theoretical values deter-
mined using conductivity data for the corresponding solution
concentrations. For the 1.71 mM solution, the measured internal resis-
tance is much lower than theory (25%). This is due to the method of
characterisation not being specific to the internal resistance, and there-
by measuring the influence of electrode activation. For the 154 mM so-
lution, internal resistance values were measured as being larger than
those predicted theoretically. This can be accounted for through the
mass transport limited current under closed cell conditions being a
dominant factor over the solution resistance. In addition the
characterised resistance is highly variable within the same conductivity
of solution which corresponds with the fluctuation seen at closed cell
current levels. The resistance of the electrodes are also not accounted
for within the characterisation model which will inevitably lead to a
larger prediction of internal resistance if the system is assessed over
the full current range. The internal resistance determined of the
17.1mMsolution shows agreementwith theory, and also indicates little
variationwith repeat testing. Fig. 5 indicates that the galvanic character-
isation method is inadequate at determining effective solution resis-
tances for extremes of NaCl concentration. Inaccuracies may be caused
by factors influencing the characterisation process such as mass trans-
port limitations at the cathode, large relative resistance of the cell elec-
trodes, and the discrete external resistor range not allowing even
characterisation over the full current range. However, the relative pat-
tern follows that of the theoretical resistance values and predicted
values at 17.1 mM are within 7% of the theoretical value, indicating
that the system may be accurate when sufficiently optimised to the
test case.

4.4. Polarisation

Polarisation tests allow the individual electrode current response to
be examined over the range of possible potentials experienced during
galvanic characterisation. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the polarisation
involved during galvanic characterisation necessitates the anodic and
cathodic polarisation of the zinc and copper electrode respectively. For
the same electrode areas the zinc electrode requires a much smaller
overpotential than the copper electrode to achieve the maximum cur-
rent of the closed galvanic cell. This indicates that the system is particu-
larly dominated by the cathodic polarisation of the copper electrode. For
the 17.1 and 154 mM NaCl solution, a near vertical current response is
seen in Fig. 6 at potentials more negative than −0.4 V from the OCP of
the copper electrode. For the same concentrations under relative
polarisation (Fig. 7), large mass transport limited regions are also
shown. This current saturation is associated with the diffusion limited
oxygen reduction reaction of Eq. (5), commonly seen in the cathodic
polarisation of copper in aqueous solution [14,22].

The value of the maximum current for a system under this type
of control is determined by a number of factors, described by Eq. (8)
[23]. The current (I) is controlled by the charge transferred per mole
(nF), electrode area (A), diffusion coefficient (D), concentration of the
diffusing species in the bulk solution (cb), and the diffusion layer thick-
ness (δ). For the system in solution the values can all be considered con-
stant with the exception of the diffusion layer thickness. The diffusion
layer thickness for a static (unstirred) systemwill be time varying in ac-
cordancewith an expanding concentration gradient as the reaction pro-
ceeds. For a planar electrode, this is typically modelled as Eq. (9) [23],

image of Fig.�7
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where t represents time. This model predicts an ever expanding diffu-
sion layer which, in conjunction with Eq. (8), would propose a current
tending to zero. It can be seem from Fig. 1 that this is not found exper-
imentally; instead the system appears to fluctuate around a steady
state value. The non-zero current results from natural convection
resupplying electrolyte of bulk concentration to the depleted diffusion
layer. An effective limit is reached on the diffusion layer thickness
which is dependent on the natural convectionwithin the system. Tobias
et al. [24] advise that the often quoted diffusion layer thickness of
0.5 mm can lead to erroneous predictions of limiting currents under
natural convection, and actual thickness values are highly system
specific.

I ¼ nFADcb
δ

ð8Þ

δ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πDt

p
ð9Þ

This diffusion limiting mechanism is of critical pertinence to the
characterisation method. Dropping the external resistance to a level
where the current demanded becomes greater than that of the
diffusion-limited current will cause the system to operate in a non-
linear regime, inconsistent with the proposed characterisation model.
Effectively, an additional resistance becomes prominent within the
system, thereby restricting determination of the internal salt bridge
(tissue) resistance.

4.5. Relative polarisation

Control of the potential across the galvanic cell using polarisation of
copper against zinc is most representative of the system during
biogalvanic characterisation. Utilising a slow potential transition miti-
gates the influence of large transient potentials caused by the discrete
external resistor switching. Comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 7 indicates
that the galvanic system behaves as a combination of the two polarised
electrodes, with the copper dominating the current response. The diffu-
sion limited oxygen-reduction reaction is again evident in the response
for higher concentrations, indicating that it will be present during inter-
nal resistance characterisation. An activation controlled region is also
present at potentials close to OCV. This indicates that at the extremes
of the current range phenomena at the electrodewill dominate, thereby
reducing the efficacy of internal resistance determination.

The relative influence of the various cell phenomena is proposed as
being qualitatively associated with the accuracy of the internal resis-
tance characterisation. The profiles can be divided into three distinct re-
gions: (1) activation controlled potential-current response, at potentials
close to the OCV; (2) a steep drop in potential for a small increase in cur-
rent caused primarily by the internal resistance; and (3)mass transport
limited regime where current becomes independent of potential. These
regions have been highlighted in Fig. 7 to allow for compassion between
concentrations. It is proposed that, when using the current characterisa-
tionmethod, accurate determination of internal resistance can only take
place when region (2) is dominant and the external resistor range gen-
erates currents primarily spanning this region. It can be seen that for the
17.1 mM NaCl solution the activation control region is small and the
onset of mass transport limitation is close to the closed cell condition.
Therefore, for the majority of the potential–current profile the system
is under internal resistance control, leading to more accurate character-
isation. In contrast, galvanic polarisation of 154 mM NaCl shows a very
early onset of mass transport limited behaviour at cell voltages of less
than 0.7 V, while internal resistance control is only seen at voltages be-
tween 0.8–0.7 V. As a result, the internal resistance characterisationwill
pick up primarily on the effective resistance of themass transport limit-
ing mechanism. This may be responsible for the over prediction of the
salt bridge resistance seen in the 154 mM solution. For the low
resistance system of the 1.71 mM NaCl solution, the galvanic
polarisation shows little influence of the mass transport limitation
(cell voltages b0.2 V). This exposes a large region of internal resistance
(0.6–0.2 V) which should allow for accurate characterisation. However,
the system also shows a large portion of the profile under activation
control (0.8–0.6 V). In conjunction with the fixed range of external re-
sistances, it is postulated that the characterisation of internal resistance
in this solution is dominated by this activation region, leading to an
under prediction of internal resistance.

Fig. 7(D) shows the response for relative polarisation of the cell con-
nected through tissue. Electrochemical features seen during NaCl tests
are again present here with large activation potential losses and mass
transport limited current. The tissue system is subject to the same phe-
nomena seen in NaCl, demonstrating that the salt solution model is ap-
propriate for examining the system's electrochemical properties.
However, the specific potential–current relationshipmay not be exactly
captured within a particular NaCl system and tissue data should also be
examined independently when making biogalvanic characterisations.

4.6. Applicability of findings on biogalvanic characterisation

The primary aim of the biogalvanic characterisationmethod is to de-
termine an accurate measurement of tissue resistance. This study has
shown that the biogalvanic characterisationmethod is subject to a num-
ber of potential errors caused by the electrochemistry of the system.
Firstly the dissolved oxygen concentrationwill changewith the variable
salt concentration of different tissues. As the oxygen concentration is di-
rectly related to the potential of the copper cathode, the cells OCV will
be influenced by tissue type. However, the use of appropriate model
to fit to the measured data can account for this variation, making it a
useful metric in conjunction with the internal resistance. Secondly,
and of more significance, is the electrode resistance inherent in the
biogalvanic system due to the use of only two electrodes. All measure-
ments will contain contributions from losses at the electrodes along
with those within the tissue. This will cause an additional resistance to
be present in the system, contributing to the characterised internal re-
sistance. If the electrode resistance is constant and small relative to
that of the tissuemedium then this systematic errorwould not preclude
the measurement of a specific tissue resistance, although the accuracy
will be reduced. Electrode resistance will be influenced by the material
type, geometry and current test range making choice of these parame-
ters important. Finally, for high current demands through the cell, it
has been shown that the systembecomes limited by the rate of diffusion
of oxygen to the copper anode. This non-linear behaviour will cause an
additional error in the characterisation. This process has been shown to
be present during tissue testing (Fig. 2(B)) but may vary due to the
range of oxygen concentrations expected. Mitigation of this during
biogalvanic characterisations could be achieved by restricting tests to
lower cathodic overpotentials (and therefore lower current densities)
through the adjustment of the relative electrode areas. Although signif-
icant potential errors are present within the biogalvanic characterisa-
tion system it is feasible that these can be minimised or mitigated
through careful equipment and experimental design, allowing the
method to deliver representative tissue resistances. This is supported
by the accuracy and repeatability achieved during 17.1 mM NaCl
characterisation.

5. Conclusions

Assessment of copper–zinc galvanic cells using typical (OCP and
polarisation scans) and atypical (closed cell current, internal resistance
characterisation, and galvanic polarisation) electrochemical measure-
ments has improved our understanding of the biogalvanic system. Spe-
cifically, it has been shown to be predominantly controlled by processes
at the copper electrode. The proposed reaction of hydrogen-evolution is
thermodynamically unfavourable relative to the oxygen reduction
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reaction at the measured cathode OCP. Under tested conditions the ox-
ygen reduction reaction is occurring and persists as the cathode poten-
tial becomes more negative. The OCV of the galvanic cell is proposed to
therefore be sensitive to the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the
system. This may explain the significant variation in OCV values seen
between porcine tissues in vivo [7].

Previous work reporting biogalvanic characterisation [6–8] may
have underestimated the system complexity. In particular, the assump-
tion of a sole internal resistance is an oversimplification. Galvanic
polarisation has shown that electrode activation behaviour at high cell
potentials (low current) and transport limitations of oxygen to the cath-
ode at lower cell potentials (high current) may skew the characterisa-
tion metric, leading to inaccurate predictions of tissue resistance.

There are potential benefits to biogalvanic characterisation although
application of this modality requires repeatable and accurate results
across a range of operating conditions. To fully assess the efficacy of
this method, tissue assessment incorporating the findings presented
in this paper is of primary importance. Mitigation of the issues
demonstrated may be achieved through optimisation of the characteri-
sation system, specifically selection of electrodematerial and geometry,
and through appropriate selection of external resistive loads to
limit the cathodic overpotential to the activation and internal resistance
control regimes, thereby avoiding current limiting oxygen diffusion ef-
fects. Additionally, inclusion of the OCV parameter during assessment
may yield more reliable metrics pertaining to tissue health, as this
parameter is linked to the known variations in tissue oxygen
concentrations.
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